Deva- Dimensional Energy Voice Analysis
Every person has their own unique voice architecture
that reveals the sound codes for health and wellbeing
Colin Kingshott, Turnpike Cottage , Chulmleigh. Devon EX18 7EU

Have a voice reading.
Contact sales@florachology.co.uk
What can you expect?
The voice architecture reveals in the analysis weak or heavy tonal frequencies and from this
information we will discuss the relationship of this to the systems in the body, organs, bio-energy
field, emotions and can then suggest various bio acoustic remedies which we supply to you to
rebalance the voice.
Why you should have a Deva voice analysis
The computerised system may help uncover hidden factors about your long term health and
wellbeing .The voice profiling or signature sounds can assist as preventative health and wellbeing
maintenance and in the management of areas of your life and assist in the healing process. As
previously said we supply products, as part of the voice reading, to rebalance the voice so helping to
reprogram the body back into balance.
Voice profiling
This will identify stressed sound frequencies of the voice signature which in turn can be used as a
tool to identify and interpret the dynamic interaction of the body’s subtle mechanics. Every
individual carries and emits their own unique sound signature which represents physical, emotional
and energetic make-up. These are called sound codes.




They increase body integrity and life energy
Reduce stress and incoherent physical emotional patterns
Release limiting patterns and increase clarity and creativity

DEVA
Voice analysis sessions includePersonal voice pattern chart
Tone correlation-physical and emotionalMap of tonal differences
Chakra impacts and cellular memory
From these results we blend a combination of plant sounds, herbs, essential oils etc to rebalance
missing notes and to impact the subtle energetics of your systems and physical and emotional
issues. The session lasts between ¾ of an hour to 1hourThe cost is £55 including sound remedies and P&P. We are happy to announce that long distance
voice analysis is available by phone – not mobiles – and can also offer Skype readings.

More information on DEVA
DEVA-

Dimensional Energy Voice Analysis---Architecture of the Voice

To determine the individual vocal patterns a 4 minute sample of the voice is captured into our sound
files. The high vertical axis identifies over-function areas, while the low axis identifies the underfunctioning areas. Based on the vocal profile sound formulas are constructed and presented to the
individual.
Once appropriate sound formulas are ascertained these are intended to bio-entrain the innate
rhythmic vibrational patters of the body. On finding discordance, sound formulas are given as a
means of balancing the disharmony promoting the innate ability of the body to selfheal through
entrainment.
“The silent sounds of the human form. The sounds within the voice are
dimensional representations of your state of wellbeing”
Colin Kingshott

Altering the resonance of the body
As a healing modality it must influence the body by altering the sound frequency resonance
of the body. It is quite understood that such modalities of light, sound and music can alter
the patterns within the body of an individual.
Voice analysis
Once we have analysed the stressed areas of the voice these can then be compared to the
sounds of the body. From this comparison we can then refer the energy material medica of
sound solutions. If we had a perfect voice the architecture would show all of the 12notes
registering equal hits. Such perfection does not exist. Due to poor lifestyle, genetic links and
environmental factors our voice print will show a range of heavily hit categories and low hit
categories giving health indications.
How does it all work?
The sounds of the voice represent the composite frequencies of the human form. The 12
keynote frequencies in the body correspond to the 12 notes of the chromatic scale. The
analysis reveals patterns in the body showing tonal frequencies on either over-functioning
or under-function. This can empower the individual to understand the root course of the
physical emotional energy imbalance.
“Every illness is a musical problem –the cure a musical solution”
Colin Kingshott

How your body and sound is related
We as human beings are fuelled by electromagnetic energy and organised by our D.N.A.
blueprint. The various organs, glands, systems of the human body are meant to function
independently and also as a whole. The heart, lungs, pancreas and nervous system all have
their own specialized actions. However to maintain health all systems and organs must be in
constant communication with one another by way of sound frequencies. In other words
each organ has its own keynote frequency with a sound signature envelope that resonates
to specific nutrients, minerals, herbs, and essential oils etc. Fortunately these frequencies
are beyond the hearing we have -12 keynotes presented in the human form.
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If communication breaks down or if excessive or prolonged stress is placed on an organ an
imbalance occurs. These frequencies found in the physical form are also found with music
and just like music the NOTE E appears several times on a key board at various octaves. This
is the same in the human form with dimensional sounds. If we had a perfect voice the voice
architecture would show all of the 12 notes registering equal hits- Such perfection does not
exist. Due to poor lifestyle, genetic links, environmental factors our voice print will show a
range of heavily hit categories and low hits categories and it I these low hits that give health
indications.

How does it work?
The sounds of the voice represent the composite frequencies of the human form. The 12
keynote frequencies in the body correspond to the 12 notes of the chromatic scale. The
analysis reveals patters in the body showing tonal frequencies are either over- functioning
or under-functioning. This can empower the individual to understand the root cause of the
physical emotional energy imbalance
“Every illness is a musical problem –the cure a musical solution”
Colin Kingshott
Frequency and the body
The various parts of the body attract energy and communicate with each other by way of
sound frequencies –in other words each organ has its own keynote that resonates to a
particular mineral and sound vibration required for it to function.
These keynote frequencies found in the body relate to the frequencies in music. Until quite
recently we may have been tempted to consider the human voice to be one sound which is
distinctive from person to person but most definitely not revealing 12 individual sound
frequencies. However through the technology of DEVA , the individual dimensions ,energy

and voice analysis becomes clear. We are so much more than we perceive. When an
individual experiences pain or health challenges it is because the sound frequencies have
been disturbed. They become discordant by an underlying course and effect, determining
that cause is where DEVA comes into its own invaluable and non-invasive.
Frequency and the emotion
While every organ and system present in the body has its own frequency and so does every
emotion and feeling. This is true with every momentary passing emotion, anger, jealousy,
love, all constructive and destructive emotion and feeling has a frequency. Since emotions
are shared with the physical body parts it is so important to be healthy and balanced. When
emotions become inflamed or exaggerated the resulting physical areas can become equally
inflamed or exaggerated. So the emotion is encouraging on imbalanced flow of energy.

“So think before you speak. One emotion out of line through the whole
symphony of the emotional field throws the whole body out of
balance” Colin Kingshott

Our Emotional habitat
We can see our organs and systems in the human form have their own keynotes and so
does each and every emotion. We are emotional beings with a physicality of a human form
and we need both of these in balance to have optimal energy and wellbeing.
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